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of particular interest as their physical properties can be tempo-
rarily or permanently altered with light, thus giving the opportu-
nity to provide similar conditions to propagating optical signals 
that exists for biochemical and electrical signal transduction in 
the brain. [ 18–21 ]  The “photonic axon and synapse” proposed here 
is based on the gallium lanthanum oxysulphide (GLSO) fi ber. 
Here, photodarkening manifests itself as a volatile (transient) 
and nonvolatile (metastable) broadband reduction of transmis-
sivity of the fi ber resulting from a fl ash of illumination at a sub-
bandgap optical frequency. While the transient changes rapidly 
decay upon switching off the illumination, metastable pho-
todarkening is permanent, but is reversible by annealing. [ 22–26 ]  

 To emulate functions of the chemical synapse, the fi ber 
is illuminated from the side at a sub-bandgap wavelength 
of  λ  = 532 nm. Such a fl ash of light is analogous of the pres-
pike that acts within a living neuron. The fl ash of illumi-
nation forms the “photonic synapse” at the exposure point 
(Figure  1 B). Conversely, the postspike function is delivered by 
light at  λ  = 650 nm, which is guided through the fi ber (in prin-
ciple this wavelength could be anywhere within the transpar-
ency range of the fi ber). In this confi guration, the GLSO fi ber 
perfectly replicates, in the photonic regime, the data transmis-
sion characteristics of the biological axon, as well as its ability 
to be  depolarized  or  hyperpolarized  at any point across the mem-
brane to form a synaptic junction. Unlimited photonic synapses 
could be created along the length of the fi ber, allowing changes 
induced in the transmission of the fi ber at any of the synaptic 
junctions to propagate to the next synaptic junction, or eventu-
ally power the analogue of a biological actuator. 

 GLSO microfi bers are drawn using conventional fi ber fab-
rication techniques on a special adapted fi ber drawing tower, 
from a premelted polished glass preform (see Experimental 
Section). Their photodarkening characteristics are determined 
under sub-bandgap green illumination ( Figure    2  A,B). Broad-
band attenuation (depression) upon illumination of the fi ber 
is the sum of transient and metastable photodarkening phe-
nomena. [ 22 ]  As shown in thin fi lms, the attenuation can be mod-
ulated (depressed or potentiated) via transient photodarkening 
upon successive cycling of illumination. [ 25,26 ]  In the GLSO fi ber, 
as much as 35% change in transmission is observed by sub-
bandgap optical excitation (Figure  2 A). 

  Transient and metastable changes occur for short illumi-
nation times and, in the absence of thermal annealing, the 
metastable changes are cumulative upon successive illumina-
tion. The transient photodarkening effect observed during 
illumination of chalcogenide glasses are time and intensity 
dependent (Figure S2, Supporting Information), a phenom-
enon that involves nonradiative recombination of photoexcited 
charge carriers and defects, while metastable effects arise from 
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  The human brain, with all its complexity, relies on an intercon-
nected network of organic biological microfi bers, known as 
neurons, which facilitate the propagation of information across 
the body. Through the use of electrical action potentials, these 
signals are processed using different spatio-temporal princi-
ples (Figure S1, Supporting Information) that rely on the bio-
chemical nature of axons (used for information propagation) 
and synapses (highly variable junctions), which make up the 
mammalian neurobiological system ( Figure    1  A). This mani-
fests itself in the adaptable nature of the human cognition that 
makes us capable of learning through experiences. [ 1 ]  

  For many years, the fi eld of neuromorphic engineering has 
endeavored to develop practical neuro-computing devices that 
can mimic functionalities of biological brains. [ 2 ]  Thus far, neu-
romorphic systems have been demonstrated using software run 
on conventional computers or complex electronic circuit confi g-
urations. However, as compared to biological systems based on 
organic axons and synapses, today’s programmable inorganic 
computers are 6–9 orders of magnitude less effi cient in com-
plex environments. Simulating 5 s of brain activity takes 500 s 
and needs 1.4 MW of power. [ 3–6 ]  

 The search for alternative materials and architectures to 
realize effi cient neuromorphic components is indeed an area 
of intense research. Recent implementations included the use 
of phase change, nanoionics, and other metal–insulator transi-
tions in thin fi lms of chalcogenides and oxides to achieve brain-
inspired functionality. [ 7–14 ]  Inspired by emerging neuromorphic 
devices and systems, and motivated by the potential of a mass-
manufacturable, cognitive photonic platform to implement 
plastic networks based on mainstream telecommunication 
technology, here we propose and demonstrate the use of pho-
tosensitive amorphous metal-sulphide microfi bers as all-optical 
axons and synapses and show that they exhibit brain-like func-
tionality in the form of plasticity and data transmission in one 
scalable confi guration (Figure  1 ). 

 Optical fi bers have been realized in a range of functional 
materials including amorphous, crystalline, and semicon-
ducting compounds. [ 15–17 ]  Among these, chalcogenide alloys are 
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photostructural changes that involve the movement of chain-
like clusters of atoms. [ 22,29 ]  Typically, by varying the intensity 
of the pre- and post-laser spikes within 0.3 and 60 mW cm –2 , 
photodarkening intensity and decay time in our GLSO micro-
fi bers can be tuned in the range of 10 −3  to 1 s. The ability of 
our nervous system to orchestrate complex behaviors, deal 
with complex concepts and also to learn, remember, and adapt, 
depends upon communication between vast numbers of neu-
rons. While the communication protocols used in biological 
systems are still the subject of intense research, it is estab-
lished that information is carried by electrical signals known as 
action potentials. The creation and conduction of action poten-
tials (spikes) represents a fundamental means of communica-
tion. [ 30 ]  Action potentials derive from rapid reversals in voltage 
across the plasma membrane of any axon. The distribution of 
voltage-gated channels along the axon enables conduction and 
propagation of action potentials from the nerve cell body to the 
axon terminal, passing through a synaptic junction and eventu-
ally to the next neuron in the line of communication. The most 
common type of synaptic junction in the brain is the chemical 
synapse, where chemical messages released by a presynaptic 
cell induce changes in a postsynaptic cell. In a classic chemical 
synapse, such as the neuromuscular junction which causes a 
muscle cell to contract, the electrical action potential signals are 
fi rst converted to a chemical signal; then this signal propagates 
to the postsynaptic neuron through synaptic transmission upon 
the release of neurotransmitters across the synaptic cleft. In the 
human brain, more than 25 neurotransmitters are now recog-
nized to be used by particular neurons, inducing different types 
of excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSP) or inhibitory post-
synaptic potentials (IPSP) in the postsynaptic neuron. 

 For the body to implement this excitatory and inhibitory 
bipolar mechanism within interneuron communication, a 
negative resting potential is maintained across the membrane. 

When a neuron is at rest, the plasma membrane is far more 
permeable to potassium (K + ) ions than to other ions present, 
such as sodium (Na + ) and chloride (Cl − ). This establishes a neg-
ative (–60 to –70 mV) resting potential across the membrane, 
which allows the creation and propagation of action potentials 
through an axon by  depolarization  and  repolarization  of the 
ion channels along the axon responsible for holding such a 
potential. [ 31 ]  

 Similarly, within the photonic synapse, a negative neural 
resting potential is achieved by optically biasing the fi ber trans-
mission with green light illumination of suffi cient intensity 
to partially photodarken the fi ber, but not intense enough to 
fully inhibit transmission (Figure  2 B). Here, the resting and 
fully depressed states correspond to 20% and 40% transmis-
sion reduction. This allows realization of photonic excitatory 
and inhibitory post synaptic potentials in the chalcogenide fi ber 
by modulating the intensity of the green light illuminating the 
fi ber at the photonic synaptic junction (Figure  2 C). By using 
pulses of higher intensity than those that maintain the optical 
resting state, an IPSP is created and propagates through the 
fi ber. This is due to the higher level of photodarkening induced 
at the photonic synaptic junction. In a similar fashion, EPSPs 
can be induced in the photonic axon by using pulses of lower 
intensity than those used for the optical resting state. This 
causes a transient lowering in the level of photodarkening 
induced in the fi ber, creating an EPSP which propagates along 
the fi ber (Figure  2 D). 

 In addition to IPSP and EPSP, a photonic analogue of the 
biological nervous system needs to demonstrate neural sum-
mation, a crucial aspect of decision making in mammalian 
systems. Within the interneural communication protocol used 
in neurobiological systems, neurons can only excite or inhibit 
other neurons (or bias the excitability of each other through 
modulatory transmitters). Given these two basic actions, a chain 
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 Figure 1.    Photonic versus biological neuron, axon, and synapse. A) A biological neuron transmits information through electrical and chemical signals, 
whereby communication between neurons occurs via propagation of action potentials through the axon and release of neurotransmitters at chemical 
synapses (inset). The release of neurotransmitters at the chemical synaptic junction causes excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials that would 
in turn propagate in the postsynaptic axon. The photonic axon and synapse B) transmits information with optical pulses that propagates along the fi ber 
whose transmission is altered through photodarkening as a result of exposure at a sub-bandgap wavelength. This photomodulation plays the role of 
either inhibitory or excitatory action potentials in the postsynaptic axon.
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of neurons can produce only a limited response, and a pathway 
along the chain can only be facilitated by excitatory input or 
inhibited by inhibitory inputs. In a given temporal window, 
inputs received by a target neuron from multiple sources are 
spatially summated if their arrival time is within a characteristic 
excitatory period. Moreover, if a target neuron receives inputs 
from a single axon terminal repeatedly at short intervals, the 
inputs will summate temporally. Accordingly, we demonstrate 
the possibility of creating temporal ( Figure    3  A) and spatial 
summations (Figure  3 B) in the optical axon by implementing 
single and multiple photonic synaptic junctions. Governed 
by exactly the same spatio-temporal principles as biological 
systems, temporal, and spatial summation can be induced by 
green (sub-bandgap) spiking. This is shown in Figure  3 A,B as a 
modulation of optical transmission representing optical action 
potentials with 2% depolarization. 

  Temporal summation is obtained by pulsed illumination 
with repetition period smaller than the tailored decay time con-
stant of the EPSP or IPSP being induced. Figure  3 A shows a 
four EPSP summation resulting in a 5.5%  depolarization . Simi-
larly, spatial summation can be induced by pulses at two dif-
ferent points on the fi ber, thereby simultaneously stimulating 
two different photonic synaptic junctions, as a biological system 

would. Figure  3 B shows spatially separated optical action 
potentials of 2.5% optical  depolarizations  summating to a 6% 
 depolarization . 

 Based on the communication protocols described, infor-
mation is transferred around the body, decisions are made 
and, within a given temporal window, synaptic junctions 
are strengthened (facilitated or potentiated), and weakened 
(depressed) repeatedly. Indeed, within our brains, approxi-
mately one million connections are tuned through continuous 
analogue changes in the synaptic strength every second of 
our lives. This short-term or long-term form of conditioning 
is described as  plasticity . Most synapses are extremely plastic, 
being able to change their strength as a result of either their 
own activity (homosynaptic plasticity) or the activity in other 
pathways (heterosynaptic plasticity). 

 Many think that synaptic plasticity is central to under-
standing the mechanisms of learning, memory, and adapt-
ability. The well-known theory of Hebbian learning, based on 
synaptic plasticity, postulates that the connection strength 
between neurons is modifi ed based on neural activities in pre-
synaptic and postsynaptic cells. [ 32–38 ]  In effect, simultaneous or 
rapid sequential activation of two synaptically connected neu-
rons leads to a change in the strength of synapses between 
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 Figure 2.    Transient photodarkening and optical biasing in the photonic axon induces IPSP and EPSPs. A) Photodarkening occurring upon side exposure 
of the GLSO microfi ber to sub-bandgap optical excitation ( λ  = 532 nm,  I  = 130 mW) within the period 20–60 s reduces transmission of light guided 
inside the fi ber ( λ  = 650 nm,  I  = 10 mW) by ≈40%. B) Photodarkening is used to optically bias the photonic synaptic junction to a level of transmission 
corresponding to resting state by varying the sub-bandgap ( λ  = 532 nm) excitation intensity (inset). The fi gure shows fi ber transmission without sub-
bandgap excitation (black line), and for different optical biasing using  I  = 70 mW (blue line) and  I  = 140 mW (green line). C) Pulsing schemes of sub-
bandgap excitation are used to achieve EPSP and IPSP across the photonic synapse. After optically biasing the fi ber to the resting state, higher or lower 
levels of transmission can be induced by varying the intensity or the frequency of the pulses: lower pulse intensity or frequency increases transmission 
through the fi ber ( depolarization , optical EPSP, and upper panel), while higher pulse intensity or frequency decreases transmission ( hyperpolarization , 
optical IPSP, and lower panel). D) Experimental demonstration of IPSP and EPSP, analogue to biological systems: [ 41 ]  EPSP is obtained by  depolarizing  
( I  = 48 mW) the optical resting state ( I  = 65 mW) with sub-bandgap excitation ( λ  = 532 nm) at frequency of 100 Hz (red curve), while IPSP is obtained 
by  hyperpolarizing  ( I  = 85 mW) the resting state at the same frequency (black curve).
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them; in a particular temporal window, this is necessary for 
information transmission through that synapse. Within this 
paradigm, spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP), a form 
of Hebbian learning which relies on relative spike timings of 
presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons, is of particular interest. 
STDP is interpreted as a learning rule that defi nes how a syn-
apse participates in information processing and brain network 
functions. [ 39–41 ]  According to the STDP learning rule, plasticity 
(or synaptic weight) depends on the relative timing of pre- and 
post-synaptic spikes. 

 For propagation of electrical action potentials to occur in bio-
logical systems, the presynapse needs to spike to release neuro-
transmitters into the junction, and the postsynapse also needs 
to spike to open the receptor valves to take in the released neu-
rotransmitters before they are completely washed away, decayed 
or reuptake occurs. Thus, the closer two spikes are relative to 
each other, at the synaptic junction, the higher the relative syn-
aptic weight change, induced in the postsynaptic neuron. Fur-
thermore, this change decays with time as the concentration of 
neurotransmitters falls in the junction. 

 Similar to the biological synapse, if the photonic synapse 
is made to change in strength repeatedly, for example going 
through potentiation and depression cycles ( Figure    4  A), the 
relative change of transmitted light through the fi ber (synaptic 
weight change) is a function of the arrival time, at the pho-
tonic synapse, of the postspike pulse relative to the prespike 
pulse. When the prespike (green laser) precedes the postspike, 
the transmission depresses as photodarkening is induced; 
while when the postspike precedes the prespike, the trans-
mission potentiates as the fi ber tends to be recovering back 
to its original transmission level. Furthermore, the longer the 
time delay between two pulses, the lower the change in trans-
mitted postspike intensity. The shorter the time delay between 

the two pulses, the higher the observed effect of the transient 
photodarkening. As such, the postspike has a gating function 
for the prespike. A simplifi ed schematic of the STDP pulsing 
sequences (with fewer pulses than in the actual experiments) is 
illustrated in Figure  4 A,B. These pulsing schemes can be used 
to induce plasticity in the photonic synapse, depending on the 
sequence of potentiation and depression being induced at the 
junction. Prespike is a pulse train, consisting of either depres-
sion or potentiation pulses with various sequences, through the 
method set out previously, used to create EPSPs and IPSPs. So, 
by modulating the frequency, intensity and shape of the indi-
vidual pulses to tune the EPSP and IPSP conditioning pulse 
train (see Figure S3, Supporting Information), different STDP 
learning curves are obtained for different spike timing delays 
(Δ t ) in the –50 to +50 ms range (Figure  4 C). Our measured 
characteristics are in good agreement with the biological data 
from hippocampal glutamatergic synapses, [ 34 ]  where STDP is 
typically represented by the function  A  + exp( t / τ  + ) for Δ t  < 0 and 
 −A −  exp( −t / τ −  ) for Δ t  > 0. [ 37 ]  

  Long-term plasticity, in the order of minutes to hours, is also 
seen in biological systems in the form of long-term depression 
(LTD) and subsequent long-term potentiation (LTP). [ 42 ]  This 
can also be implemented in the photonic synapse by varying 
the input intensity of the guided light propagating into the fi ber 
( Figure    5  ). 

  Besides acting as a postspike, the guided red beam serves 
the additional purpose of controlling the recovery of the fi ber 
transmission after photodarkening: the higher its intensity, the 
faster the recovery of the transmission back to its original dark 
state. Physically, this effect is induced by thermal annealing due 
to high intensity fi elds confi ned within the fi ber (Figure S4, 
Supporting Information). At low input intensities, in this case 
less than 5 mW, after excitation the fi ber transmission does 
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 Figure 3.    Temporal and spatial summation in the photonic synapse. When the repetition rate of optical pulses creating EPSPs or IPSPs is higher 
than the characteristic photodarkening decay rate, the change in fi ber transmission mimics temporal summation in biological neurons A) from the 
optical resting state ( I  = 65 mW), increasing the repetition rate of  depolarization  pulses  S1  ( I  = 58 mW) from 225 to 500 mHz results in a cumulative 
increase of fi ber transmission from ≈82% to 86%. Similarly, when the relative delay between inputs received from multiple synapses is shorter than 
the characteristic photodarkening decay time, the photonic synapse performs spatial summation of the  depolarization  induced by each input B) from 
the optical resting state ( I  = 65 mW), optical depolarization input pulses  S1  and  S2  ( I  = 58 mW) received from two junctions summate ( S 1 + S 2) the 
 depolarization  induced by the individual pulses. Both temporal and spatial summations were observed for square pulses of  I  = 150 mW,  λ  = 650 nm, 
duty cycle of 50% and repetition rate of 300 Hz.
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not recover back to its original state but settles at a lower meta-
stable transmission value (Figure  5 A) due to the persistent 
effect of metastable photodarkening. The metastable transmis-
sion baseline can be further reduced by additional exposure 
to sub-bandgap stimulation (Figure  5 B). This is akin to LTD 
within neurobiological systems where, in contrast to STDP and 
short-term plasticity in the form of neurotransmitter discharge 
and information fl ow through chemical synapses, synaptic effi -
cacy is depressed in a long-term fashion until it is recovered 
by another set of input pulses. This gives rise to the long-term 
conditioning exhibited by intelligent organisms. 

 In conclusion, we implemented an optical axon in an 
amorphous metal-sulphide microfi ber that enables photonic 
synapses to perform analogues of fundamental neurophysi-
ological functions of the mammalian central nervous system. 

As a proof-of-concept, we demonstrate that 
by optically biasing the fi ber axon in a resting 
state, and by providing laser pulses which 
serves as photoexciting action potentials, the 
photonic synapse can implement a number 
of interneuronal and intraneuronal com-
munication protocols, such as temporal and 
spatial summation, excitatory and inhibitory 
post synaptic potentials, and short- and long-
term plasticity, which underlie learning and 
cognition in the brain. Combining the well-
known advantages of photonic systems with 
the broadband nature of their optical opera-
tion window (tunable within a vast composi-
tional space far into the infrared), such chal-
cogenide microfi bers have the potential to 
realize multichannel neuromorphic modules 
and systems confi gured anywhere from vis-
ible to midinfrared wavelengths. Moreover, 
to allow the creation of compact but complex 
neuronal networks for next-generation com-
puting, this all-optical neurophotonic plat-
form may be readily scaled and integrated 
by replacing the optical microfi bers with 
hybrid silicon nanophotonic or plasmonic 
waveguides. Along with implementation of 
short-term and long-term photonic memory 
possible through inherent photoinduced 
properties of chalcogenide glasses, this may 
enable truly neuromorphic devices with the 
ultrafast operation speed, large bandwidth, 
and low thermal footprint typical of photonic 
networks.  

  Experimental Section 
  Glass Batching : Glasses were prepared by 

batching the constituent components in a 
controlled environment (N 2  atmosphere) glovebox. 
Ga 2 S 3  (145.55 g) and La 2 O 3  (74.45 g) were batched 
and mixed thoroughly to obtain a homogeneous 
mixture. 

  Glass Melting : Vitreous carbon crucibles used for 
the melt were washed with de-ionized (DI) water and 

put in an ultrasonic bath of DI water for 1 h, then immediately put into 
vacuum oven at a temperature of 80 °C overnight. 

 Melting was carried out in an in-house designed horizontal tube 
furnace equipped with an adjacent water cooled jacket, in order to get 
adequate quench rates to obtain a glassy melt. The furnace temperature 
was raised with a ramp rate of 20 °C min –1  to 1150 °C and held for 24 h. 
The melt was subsequently pushed out into the aforementioned water 
jacket, where it rapidly cooled from 1150 °C to room temperature. 

  Annealing : The glass was annealed at 530 °C for 24 h in order to 
relieve any stresses inherent as a result of the quenching process. 

  Fabrication : The annealed GLSO bulk glass was cut into preforms 
of 10-mm diameter; 90-mm long by Crystran Ltd. which subsequently 
polished the circumferential surface. 

 The transparency range of the bulk glass was investigated using 
a Bruker FTIR to determine the wavelengths which can be used for 
prespike and postspike excitation. The optical spectrum is shown in 
Figure S5 (Supporting Information). 
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 Figure 4.    STDP in a photonic synapse. By modulating the strength of light transmission 
through the fi ber with a burst of potentiation and depression pulses A) and properly timing 
the arrival of the guided pulses relative to the prespikes; B) different combinations of postspike 
depression and potentiation can be induced, giving rise to known symmetric Hebbian learning 
windows C). For example, in classical STDP, if a prespike to a synapse occurs immediately 
before the postspike, its synaptic weight will be potentiated, while if it occurs immediately after 
the postspike it will be weakened: this is achieved for Δ t  = 0 ≡ t 1  (pulse schematic shown in 
B), where the integrated relative change in transmission of guided pulses (Δ W ) gives rise to 
the typical butterfl y shape of the Hebbian learning curve (upper left panel of C). The remaining 
panels in C) show other STDP characteristics obtained with different timings, i.e., Δ t  = 0 ≡  t  2  
(upper right), Δ t  = 0 ≡  t  3  (lower left), and Δ t  = 0 ≡  t  4  (lower right).
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 The GLSO fi ber was drawn at in an argon purged furnace with a 
well-defi ned hot zone at 920 °C which results in a glass temperature 
approximately 720 °C. The preform was feed through the hot zone with a 
feed rate of 1 mm min –1  and pull rate of 4.5 m min –1  to gain a bare fi ber 
outer diameter of 150 µm. During the fi ber draw, the purge gas of Ar 
completely engulfed the GLSO preform, necking region, and vulnerable 
region of the drawing fi ber preventing oxidation. Optical microscopy 
images of the bundle and cross section of the drawn fi ber is shown in 
Figure S6 (Supporting Information). 

  Experimental Setup : The GLSO fi ber was investigated for synaptic 
functionality using an in-house neuromorphic interrogation setup. To 
interrogate postspike behavior, measurements were carried out using 
a 650-nm laser diode source, with intensity of up to 200 mW coupled 
through a lens. The beam was chopped at a range of frequencies 3 Hz 
to 3 kHz, which was then coupled through a microscope objective into 
the tip of the fi ber. The light coupled out of the fi ber was collected by a Si 
photodetector (with a wavelength range 200–1100 nm), through an iris 
to block out any light coming from excitation on the side of the fi ber and 
ambient light. The light intensity can be monitored through a lock-in, in 
this case a Zurich instruments HF2LI or an oscilloscope. 

 Prespike excitation was provided with sub-bandgap excitation at a 
wavelength of,  λ  = 532 nm from a laser diode source, with intensity of up 
to 200 mW passing through an acousto-optic modulator, or a chopper to 
pulse the light; this was then coupled through an objective and focused 
onto the side of the fi ber. Both light intensities were controlled using 
variable neutral density fi lters. Through the method set out above, the 
frequency of both pulses can be controlled. 

 For summation experiments, a shutter (Thorlabs SH05, with exposure 
times as low as 5 ms) was placed in front of the sub-bandgap excitation 
light, and programmed to create temporal summations by varying the 
frequency of single shots. Furthermore, for spatial summation, two 
sub-bandgap excitation sources were used instead of one, creating two 
photonic synaptic junctions. 

 A schematic representation of the setups used for different parts of 
the experiment can be seen in Figure S7 (Supporting Information).  

  Supporting Information 
 Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.  
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